Raptor Customer Feedback: (12)
Hi Nic,
I'd been using Jim Dunlop Jazz III's pretty much exclusively for the last four years, but these
Raptor picks are a step up. The thickness in the centre makes them easier to hold, they're more
versatile, and they feel sturdier. I've found a new favourite!
Vincent
(USA)
Hi Nic,
My raptors arrived today and they are remarkable. 35 years of playing and innumerable gigs (I'm
a journeyman blues/rock lead player, no claims to greatness) had me kind of convinced a
plectrum could not get me excited, but trying these on spec was a seriously good move. If I had to
describe them I would say, simply, 'they are just right' and you have to try one to see how good
they are. My zillions of other picks are now redundant.
Nigel
(USA)
These picks are the bomb!
Mike
(USA)
Outstanding! I've been playing for decades and have thrown away soooo many picks...too fatthin-floppy-hard-small-big...or just greasy after one tune, but these picks are grip heaven and the
choice of tips is great-get the right tool for the job!
James
(USA)
Hi Nic, picks arrived this morning and stunning they are too.
Many thanks for the swift dispatch.
Chris
(Isle of Man)
Hello,
I've been playing with your picks since this Monday. Let me tell you that they are awesome.
The pick is so precise even on the thickest point and the notes have a bell like quality when they
are released and besides all the sonic/musical qualities, they are absolutely the coolest looking
picks ever!
Fabiano
(Italy)
Hi Nic,
Raptor pick arrived today, what a cracking bit of kit! Been playing for 30 years and have never had
a pick that is as secure, accurate and versatile! I'm using the "sharp" end for guitar and the large
round end for bass. Thanks mate, Raptor picks from now on!! Cheers
Mark
(UK)

Hi Nic,
I received my picks today and cannot believe they arrived so quickly. The Royal Mail must function
better than does the United States Post Office. Cheers,
Howard
(USA)
Hi Nic,
Picks arrived this morning and had to comment on them. I usually use a 3mm Dunlop jazz pick so
I was a bit sceptical about the raptors claims as I am sure you can imagine.....wow!!! I have been
playing for 25 years and teaching for 10 and I have to take my hat off to you for these. Being able
to spin between the points in your finger for tone differences is superb, and the pinch cut out ,
which I didn't think would be that useful, is amazing and that's comes from a lover of all things
harmonic and squeals !! Truly the best pick I have ever found and like all guitarists I have tried
them all!!! Just had to give some feedback. Cheers.
Paul
(UK)
Hi Nic,
Got my new Raptor Picks today and I have to say wow! I have quite a few of the older machined
ones which I would sand and polish up, but these new moulded ones are on a whole new level.
They just sound nice and tight and clear, super smooth on the strings and grip well in the hand,
awesome! Many thanks.
Temujin
(USA)
Hi Nic,
I was pleasantly surprised to receive my order of two black Raptor plectrums in the mail
yesterday – that is stunningly fast turnaround from the UK. I’m very impressed. I’ll be
recommending these to my friends to try, and ordering more myself.
Andy
(Australia)
Hi Nic,
Thank you so much for the raptor picks, I have tried so many different picks over the last year and
have never found one that I really liked.....until now. Not only do they feel comfortable, they don't
slip either and I love the different tips, once again thank you very much for a great pick. All the
best, a happy customer
Ian
(UK)
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